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OPUS 3 ARTISTS
presents

JENNIFER KOH
Violin

Hover and Recede
quiet city (& easter bells from the bowery)
There had been signs, surely
HAL
Better Angels

You Are Still Here
The Fragile Season
Warm In My Veins
Mina Cecilia’s Constitutional
Urman
vacuum packed

Cleaning
For Violin Alone
un petit brouillard cérébral
Descent
Hail, Horrors, Hail

WANG LU
INTI FIGGIS-VIZUETA
NINA C. YOUNG
QASIM NAQVI
KEN UENO

SARAH GIBSON
TONIA KO
NINA SHEKHAR
PATRICK CASTILLO
ADELIIA FAIZULLINA
THOMAS KOTCHEFF

KATHERINE BALCH
VIJAY IYER
GEORGE LEWIS
RAFIQ BHATIA
MISSY MAZZOLI

— Intermission —
Brick Red Mood
Ultraviolet, Efflorescent
Afterglow
Springs Eternal
Windowsills

Anima
Kindling
While You Were Away
Thirst and Quenching

ELLEN REID
LESTER ST. LOUIS
SHAYNA DUNKELMAN
ANTHONY CHEUNG
DU YUN

TANIA LEÓN
RAJNA SWAMINATHAN
AMADEUS JULIAN REGUCERA
KATI AGÓCS

Alone Together is commissioned and produced by ARCO Collaborative with the support of commissioning partners National YoungArts Foundation and additional generous donors.